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LAUNCH RETREAT:  
FINDING YOUR VOICE AND BOM 

LEADER GUIDE 
Before the Retreat: 
• Download Participant Guide from online platform and read through it completely. 

• Read through this guide and make notes of copies and supplies you need to have with you in each 
session. 

Retreat Schedule: 
Tuesday, August 1 
10:00  Year 3 RIOM Covenant Groups meet together with BOM  
12:00  Lunch  (Members of the BOM sit with Year 3 RIOM)  
1:00 Year 3 Individual RIOM Covenant Group Time 1 
 Improvisation: Finding Your Voice 
 using Part 1 from Participant Guide 

2:30  Break  
3:00 Year 3 Individual RIOM Covenant Group Time 2 
 Writing through the Lens of Ministry Context 
 using Part B and C from Participant Guide 

5:00 Break  
6:00 Dinner 
6:45  Year 3 Individual RIOM Covenant Group Time 3 
 Master Procrastinator Video (see video notes at end of this document)  
 Year 3 Journey--Scheduling and Life Together   

8:00 Evening Prayer 
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Wednesday, August 2   
(Year 3 RIOM Covenant Groups Meet Together All Day) 

8:00 Breakfast 
9:00 Worship  (ALL: Years 1-3) 
10:00 Morning Session 

 Year 1 RIOM Class  Together: Welcome/Activities/Q and A  
 Year 2RIOM Class  Covenant Groups: The Year Ahead/Scheduling  
 Year 3 RIOM Class  Discussion: Conflict with Rev. Dan Hester  
 
12:00 Lunch 
1:00 Bishop Leeland (ALL: Years 1-3)  
2:00 The Business of the Church (ALL: Years 1-3)  
4:00 Break and Year 3 Departs  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RIOM Covenant Group Time 1  
(90 minutes) 

Improvisation: Finding Your Voice 
Purpose:   
As participants move toward the writing of ordination papers, consider the way in which they are 
finding their voice within the framework of UMC doctrine, history, theology, and their own calling and 
context. 
(Using Part A from Participant Guide) 

Lectio Divina Centering: 
Poem: “A Blessing with Roots” by Jan Richardson. Found on next page. Print copy for each person. 

• First Reading: Ask everyone to listen in silence as you read scripture out loud, allowing the words to 
wash over them. 

• Second Reading: Ask someone else to read scripture and again listen for word or phrase that stands 
out 

• Third Reading: Read the poem a last time asking each person to consider how it is touching their life 
and what it might be calling them to do. 

• When you are finished reading the poem, pass out a copy to each person and ask them if anything 
spoke to them.  Allow 5-10 minutes for people to reflect. 

Centering Question:   
As we begin this Year 3 RIOM journey, what do you need to briefly say or let us know in order to be fully 
present. 

Focused Reflection: 
In 3-5 minutes each, each person will: 

Finish this sentence: 

• Sam Wells definition of improvisation is … 

Reflect on what improvisation means to you: 

• a memory of a time when you improvised in a sermon, a pastoral moment, or whatever comes to 
mind from your ministry as you think about Well’s idea of improvisation. 

How did you finish these sentences: 

• As I think about the memory above, I would define “finding my voice” as … 

• As I think about writing my papers in the year ahead it is improvisational because … 

Group Reflection and Prayer: 
• What were the common threads, if any, or thoughts we heard in each person’s reflection?  Why is it 

important to consider improvisation here in Year 3?   

• What are we taking away from this time? 

• Closing Prayer 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”A Blessing with Roots” by 
Jan Richardson 

Tug at this blessing 

and you will find 

it is a thing 

with roots. 

This is a blessing 

that has gone deep 

into good soil, 

into the sacred dark, 

into the luminous hidden. 

It has been months 

since the ground 

gathered the seed 

of this blessing 

into itself, 

years since the earth 

enfolded it. 

Sometimes 

that’s how long 

a blessing takes. 

And the fact 

that this blessing 

should finally show 

its first fruits   1 

on the day 

you happened by— 

well, perhaps we shall 

simply call the timing 

of this ripening 

a mystery 

and a sweet grace. 

Take all you want 

of this blessing. 

Take every morsel 

that you need for 

the path ahead. 

Let its fruits fall 

into your hands; 

gather them into 

the basket of 

your arms. 

Let this blessing 

be one place 

where you are willing 

to receive 

in unmeasured portions, 

to lay aside 

for a moment   2 

the way you ration 

your delights. 

Let yourself accept 

its inexplicable plenitude; 

allow it to give itself 

to sustain you 

not simply for yourself— 

though on this bright day 

I might be persuaded 

to think that would 

be enough— 

but that you may 

gather its seeds 

into yourself 

like the ground 

where this blessing began 

and wait 

with the patience 

of seasons 

and of years 

to bear forth 

in the fullness of time 

a stunning harvest, 

a plenteous feast.  3 

MAKE ENOUGH COPIES OF THIS PAGE FOR EACH PERSON TO HAVE ONE 
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RIOM Covenant Group Time 2 
Writing through the Lens of Ministry Context  

Purpose:   
Explore what it means to write through the lens of ministry context. 
Using Part B and C  from Participant Prep Work. 

Focused Reflection 1: 
(45 minutes) Using Part B Participant Prep Work. 

FishBowl Discussion  

• Put 2-3 (depends on group size) chairs  in an inner circle. This is the fishbowl. The remaining chairs 
are arranged in concentric circle outside the fishbowl.  2-3 participants are selected to fill the 
fishbowl, while the rest of the group sit on the chairs outside the fishbowl. 

• Ask each person in the fishbowl to begin discussing their answers from Part B work. 

• The audience outside the fishbowl listen in on the discussion. When someone from the audience 
wants to add to the conversation or ask a question, they will tap someone from the fishbowl who is 
not talking and change places with them.  

• If someone from the fishbowl wants to leave they may do so at any time.  At that point ask someone to 
take their place. 

Focused Reflection 2: 
(45 minutes) Using Part C Participant Guide. 

Triad Discussions  

• Divide whole group into groups of 3. Ask someone in each group to keep time. 

• Encourage everyone to take notes when they are not sharing because they may hear something they 
will want to think about. 

• One at a time, each person in each group will share their answers from their Participant Part C 
Section for up to 8 minutes. 

• The other 2 people will listen and take notes and then ask questions for up to 8 minutes when the 
individual is finished sharing. 

• Keep going until all 3 have had a turn. (15 minutes each.  6-8 min. to share and 6-8 min. for 
questions). 

• Come back together as a larger group after 45 minutes.  

Closing Reflection: 
1. What were the common threads, if any, or thoughts we heard in our Writing through the lens of 

Ministry Context  time together?   

2. What do you want to do more of as you think about writing your papers? 

3. What are we taking away from this time?   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RIOM Covenant Group Time 3 
Scheduling and Life Together 

Purpose:   
Schedule and plan for RIOM Year 3 

Before the Session: 
• Please make copies of questions of Pair Discussion Questions for each pair. 

• Have your Group Covenant with you. 

• Have copy of Year 3 Overview with you. 

• Participants will need their calendars during this time. 

Watch: 
(15 minutes) 

Video:  Master Procrastinator 

Pair Discussions:  
(15 minutes) 

In pairs, ask participants to discuss the questions below: (15 minutes) 

• What stood out to you in the Master Procrastination Video? 

• When Year 3 is over and you look back upon it, what do you want to be able to say about it?  How do 
you want to remember it? 

• What are the deadline driven parts of Year 3? 

• What are the non-deadline parts of Year 3 that could slip through the cracks if you do not 
intentionally plan for them. 

• How does the second kind of procrastination remind you of the idea of lifelong fruitful ministry? 

• How might your group support and hold you accountable in Year 3?   

Group Discussion:  
(60 minutes) 

• What were Take Aways from Pair Discussions? 

• How would you evaluate the way in which our RIOM group has journeyed together over the last year?  
What has worked well? What do you need more of as a group? 

• How will we support and hold each other accountable in Year 3? 

• Do we need to tweak or add to our Group Covenant? 

• Set monthly schedule using the Year 3 Overview Spreadsheet. 

• Discuss next session and preparation details. 
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• Closing Prayer 
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Master Procrastinator Notes 
0:11So in college, I was a government major, which means I had to write a lot of papers. Now, when a 
normal student writes a paper, they might spread the work out a little like this. So, you know — 

0:24(Laughter) 

0:25you get started maybe a little slowly, but you get enough done in the first week that, with some 
heavier days later on, everything gets done, things stay civil. 

0:33(Laughter) 

0:34And I would want to do that like that. That would be the plan. I would have it all ready to go, but 
then, actually, the paper would come along, and then I would kind of do this. 

0:45(Laughter) 

0:47And that would happen every single paper. 

0:50But then came my 90-page senior thesis, a paper you're supposed to spend a year on. And I knew 
for a paper like that, my normal work flow was not an option. It was way too big a project. So I planned 
things out, and I decided I kind of had to go something like this. This is how the year would go. So I'd 
start off light, and I'd bump it up in the middle months, and then at the end, I would kick it up into high 
gear just like a little staircase. How hard could it be to walk up the stairs? No big deal, right? 

1:22But then, the funniest thing happened. Those first few months? They came and went, and I couldn't 
quite do stuff. So we had an awesome new revised plan. 

1:30(Laughter) 

1:31And then — 

1:32(Laughter) 

1:34But then those middle months actually went by, and I didn't really write words, and so we were 
here. And then two months turned into one month, which turned into two weeks. And one day I woke 
up with three days until the deadline, still not having written a word, and so I did the only thing I could: 
I wrote 90 pages over 72 hours, pulling not one but two all-nighters — humans are not supposed to pull 
two all-nighters —sprinted across campus, dove in slow motion, and got it in just at the deadline. 

2:10I thought that was the end of everything. But a week later I get a call, and it's the school. And they 
say, "Is this Tim Urban?" And I say, "Yeah." And they say, "We need to talk about your thesis." And I 
say, "OK." And they say, "It's the best one we've ever seen." 

2:28(Laughter) 

2:31(Applause) 

2:35That did not happen. 

2:37(Laughter) 

2:39It was a very, very bad thesis. 

2:42(Laughter) 
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2:44I just wanted to enjoy that one moment when all of you thought, "This guy is amazing!" 

2:50(Laughter) 

2:51No, no, it was very, very bad. Anyway, today I'm a writer-blogger guy. I write the blog Wait But 
Why. And a couple of years ago, I decided to write about procrastination. My behavior has always 
perplexed the non-procrastinators around me, and I wanted to explain to the non-procrastinators of the 
world what goes on in the heads of procrastinators, and why we are the way we are. Now, I had a 
hypothesis that the brains of procrastinators were actually different than the brains of other people. 
And to test this, I found an MRI lab that actually let me scan both my brain and the brain of a proven 
non-procrastinator, so I could compare them. I actually brought them here to show you today. I want 
you to take a look carefully to see if you can notice a difference. I know that if you're not a trained brain 
expert, it's not that obvious, but just take a look, OK? So here's the brain of a non-procrastinator. 

3:42(Laughter) 

3:45Now ... here's my brain. 

3:49(Laughter) 

3:54There is a difference. Both brains have a Rational Decision-Maker in them, but the procrastinator's 
brainalso has an Instant Gratification Monkey. Now, what does this mean for the procrastinator? Well, 
it means everything's fine until this happens. 

4:08[This is a perfect time to get some work done.] [Nope!] 

4:11So the Rational Decision-Maker will make the rational decision to do something productive, but the 
Monkey doesn't like that plan, so he actually takes the wheel, and he says, "Actually, let's read the entire 
Wikipedia page of the Nancy Kerrigan/ Tonya Harding scandal, because I just remembered that that 
happened. 

4:27(Laughter) 

4:28Then — 

4:29(Laughter) 

4:30Then we're going to go over to the fridge, to see if there's anything new in there since 10 minutes 
ago.After that, we're going to go on a YouTube spiral that starts with videos of Richard Feynman talking 
about magnets and ends much, much later with us watching interviews with Justin Bieber's mom. 

4:46(Laughter) 

4:48"All of that's going to take a while, so we're not going to really have room on the schedule for any 
work today. Sorry!" 

4:54(Sigh) 

4:57Now, what is going on here? The Instant Gratification Monkey does not seem like a guy you want 
behind the wheel. He lives entirely in the present moment. He has no memory of the past, no 
knowledge of the future, and he only cares about two things: easy and fun. 

5:15Now, in the animal world, that works fine. If you're a dog and you spend your whole life doing 
nothing other than easy and fun things, you're a huge success! 
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5:24(Laughter) 

5:26And to the Monkey, humans are just another animal species. You have to keep well-slept, well-fed 
and propagating into the next generation, which in tribal times might have worked OK. But, if you 
haven't noticed, now we're not in tribal times. We're in an advanced civilization, and the Monkey does 
not know what that is. Which is why we have another guy in our brain, the Rational Decision-Maker, 
who gives us the ability to do things no other animal can do. We can visualize the future. We can see the 
big picture.We can make long-term plans. And he wants to take all of that into account. And he wants to 
just have us do whatever makes sense to be doing right now. Now, sometimes it makes sense to be 
doing things that are easy and fun, like when you're having dinner or going to bed or enjoying well-
earned leisure time.That's why there's an overlap. Sometimes they agree. But other times, it makes 
much more sense to be doing things that are harder and less pleasant, for the sake of the big picture. 
And that's when we have a conflict. And for the procrastinator, that conflict tends to end a certain way 
every time, leaving him spending a lot of time in this orange zone, an easy and fun place that's entirely 
out of the Makes Sense circle. I call it the Dark Playground. 

6:41(Laughter) 

6:42Now, the Dark Playground is a place that all of you procrastinators out there know very well. It's 
where leisure activities happen at times when leisure activities are not supposed to be happening. The 
fun you have in the Dark Playground isn't actually fun, because it's completely unearned, and the air is 
filled with guilt, dread, anxiety, self-hatred — all of those good procrastinator feelings. And the question 
is, in this situation, with the Monkey behind the wheel, how does the procrastinator ever get himself 
over here to this blue zone, a less pleasant place, but where really important things happen? 

7:16Well, turns out the procrastinator has a guardian angel, someone who's always looking down on 
him and watching over him in his darkest moments — someone called the Panic Monster. 

7:27(Laughter) 

7:33Now, the Panic Monster is dormant most of the time, but he suddenly wakes up anytime a deadline 
gets too close or there's danger of public embarrassment, a career disaster or some other scary 
consequence. And importantly, he's the only thing the Monkey is terrified of. Now, he became very 
relevant in my life pretty recently, because the people of TED reached out to me about six months 
agoand invited me to do a TED Talk. 

8:00(Laughter) 

8:06Now, of course, I said yes. It's always been a dream of mine to have done a TED Talk in the past. 

8:11(Laughter) 

8:15(Applause) But in the middle of all this excitement, the Rational Decision-Maker seemed to have 
something else on his mind. He was saying, "Are we clear on what we just accepted? Do we get what's 
going to be now happening one day in the future? We need to sit down and work on this right now." 
And the Monkey said, "Totally agree, but let's just open Google Earth and zoom in to the bottom of 
India, like 200 feet above the ground, and scroll up for two and a half hours til we get to the top of the 
country, so we can get a better feel for India." 

8:48(Laughter) 

8:54So that's what we did that day. 
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8:55(Laughter) 

8:59As six months turned into four and then two and then one, the people of TED decided to release the 
speakers. And I opened up the website, and there was my face staring right back at me. And guess who 
woke up? 

9:12(Laughter) 

9:16So the Panic Monster starts losing his mind, and a few seconds later, the whole system's in 
mayhem. 

9:21(Laughter) 

9:26And the Monkey — remember, he's terrified of the Panic Monster — boom, he's up the tree! And 
finally,finally, the Rational Decision-Maker can take the wheel and I can start working on the talk. 

9:36Now, the Panic Monster explains all kinds of pretty insane procrastinator behavior, like how 
someone like me could spend two weeks unable to start the opening sentence of a paper, and then 
miraculously find the unbelievable work ethic to stay up all night and write eight pages. And this entire 
situation, with the three characters — this is the procrastinator's system. It's not pretty, but in the end, 
it works. This is what I decided to write about on the blog a couple of years ago. 

10:08When I did, I was amazed by the response. Literally thousands of emails came in, from all 
different kinds of people from all over the world, doing all different kinds of things. These are people 
who were nurses, bankers, painters, engineers and lots and lots of PhD students. 

10:23(Laughter) 

10:25And they were all writing, saying the same thing: "I have this problem too." But what struck me 
was the contrast between the light tone of the post and the heaviness of these emails. These people were 
writing with intense frustration about what procrastination had done to their lives, about what this 
Monkey had done to them. And I thought about this, and I said, well, if the procrastinator's system 
works, then what's going on? Why are all of these people in such a dark place? 

10:54Well, it turns out that there's two kinds of procrastination. Everything I've talked about today, the 
examples I've given, they all have deadlines. And when there's deadlines, the effects of procrastination 
are contained to the short term because the Panic Monster gets involved. But there's a second kind of 
procrastination that happens in situations when there is no deadline. So if you wanted a career where 
you're a self-starter — something in the arts, something entrepreneurial — there's no deadlines on those 
things at first, because nothing's happening, not until you've gone out and done the hard work to get 
momentum, get things going. There's also all kinds of important things outside of your career that don't 
involve any deadlines, like seeing your family or exercising and taking care of your health, working on 
your relationship or getting out of a relationship that isn't working. 

11:38Now if the procrastinator's only mechanism of doing these hard things is the Panic Monster, that's 
a problem, because in all of these non-deadline situations, the Panic Monster doesn't show up. He has 
nothing to wake up for, so the effects of procrastination, they're not contained; they just extend outward 
forever. And it's this long-term kind of procrastination that's much less visible and much less talked 
about than the funnier, short-term deadline-based kind. It's usually suffered quietly and privately. And 
it can be the source of a huge amount of long-term unhappiness, and regrets. And I thought, that's why 
those people are emailing, and that's why they're in such a bad place. It's not that they're cramming for 
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some project. It's that long-term procrastination has made them feel like a spectator, at times, in their 
own lives. The frustration is not that they couldn't achieve their dreams; it's that they weren't even able 
to start chasing them. 

12:35So I read these emails and I had a little bit of an epiphany — that I don't think non-procrastinators 
exist.That's right — I think all of you are procrastinators. Now, you might not all be a mess, like some of 
us, 

12:52(Laughter) 

12:53and some of you may have a healthy relationship with deadlines, but remember: the Monkey's 
sneakiest trick is when the deadlines aren't there. 

13:02Now, I want to show you one last thing. I call this a Life Calendar. That's one box for every week of 
a 90-year life. That's not that many boxes, especially since we've already used a bunch of those. So I 
think we need to all take a long, hard look at that calendar. We need to think about what we're really 
procrastinating on, because everyone is procrastinating on something in life. We need to stay aware of 
the Instant Gratification Monkey. That's a job for all of us. And because there's not that many boxes on 
there, it's a job that should probably start today. 

13:44Well, maybe not today, but ... 

13:47(Laughter) 

13:48You know. Sometime soon. 

13:52Thank you. 

13:53(Applause)
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